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System Expansion: Widening the Garden State Parkway to three lanes in Ocean County

System Preservation: Replacing the deck of the Turnpike’s Vincent R. Casciano Memorial Bridge in Essex and Hudson Counties

Turnpike Widening: New Toll Plaza and Ramp Connections at Interchange 8 in East Windsor Township, Mercer County
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The Honorable Chris Christie
Governor, State of New Jersey
PO Box 001
Trenton, NJ 08625
Dear Governor Christie:
On behalf of the Commissioners and staff of the New Jersey Turnpike Authority, I am honored to present to
you the 2011 Annual Report.
Despite the significant challenges presented by Hurricane Irene and several major snowstorms, the year of
the Turnpike’s 60th anniversary will be remembered as a year of major accomplishments.
The first phase of the Garden State Parkway widening was opened, providing an additional travel lane in
each direction between Stafford Township and Toms River. The new lanes opened just before Memorial
Day weekend and greatly improved access to Long Beach Island, Seaside Heights and other Jersey Shore
destinations in time for the unofficial start of the summer season. The Authority’s other major expansion
project, the widening of the Turnpike between Interchanges 6 and 9, continued to be under budget and on
pace for completion in 2014. The Turnpike widening, which will add 170 lane miles through Central Jersey,
is the largest widening in the history of the Turnpike.
Bridge, interchange, roadway, technology and facilities improvements were being made up and down both
roadways in connection with the Authority’s 10-year, $7 billion capital program. You’ll read about those
accomplishments and others in the pages of this report.
We look forward to even better things in 2012.
Sincerely,

James S. Simpson
Chairman

Website address http://www.state.nj.us/turnpike
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New Jersey Turnpike Authority

Who We Are

The New Jersey Turnpike Authority is dedicated
to the safe, efficient movement of people and
goods over two of the busiest toll roads in
America, the New Jersey Turnpike and the
Garden State Parkway. Our highways provide
critical links in the transportation network of
the Northeastern United States and offer the
safest, quickest and most convenient route for
hundreds of thousands of commuters, truckers
and recreational travelers every day.
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Our Roads

New Jersey Turnpike

The Turnpike was the first toll road in New Jersey
and the third in the nation when it opened in 1951.
It has grown over time from 118 miles to 148 with
the addition of the Newark Bay-Hudson County
Extension (1956), the Pearl Harbor Memorial
Turnpike Extension (1956), the Western Spur
(1970) and the I-95 Extension (1992). The road
has grown wider over the years, too. Originally
four lanes for its full length, it is now as wide as 14
lanes in some areas.

Garden State Parkway

The Parkway, which opened to traffic in 1954,
passes through 50 municipalities in 10 counties
between the Cape May-Lewes Ferry in Cape
May and the New York State line at Montvale.
The highway is still at its original four lanes south
of milepost 63 in Ocean County and north of
milepost 168 in Bergen County, but it has grown
much wider in between. It is now 12 lanes at its
widest point in Monmouth and Middlesex counties.
The Parkway maintains a total of 359 exits and
entrances. Tolls are collected at 50 locations,
including 11 plazas on the main roadway and 39
on entrance or exit ramps.
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2011 Board of Commissioners
James Simpson, Chairman

Commissioner Simpson serves on the Turnpike board by virtue of
his position as the New Jersey Commissioner of Transportation.
He was appointed to that post by Governor Chris Christie in
January 2010. Commissioner Simpson is the former administrator
of the Federal Transit Administration and a former commissioner
of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority in New York City. He
began his career in transportation as a tractor-trailer driver. He is a
magna cum laude graduate of St. John’s University. Commissioner
Simpson resides in Princeton, Mercer County.

Ronald Gravino, Vice Chairman

Mr. Gravino is VP for finance and human resources at Invidi
Technologies Corp. in Princeton, which he joined after many years
as a financial/turnaround consultant. He serves as chairman of
the Newark Liberty International Airport Advisory Board and on
the boards of the Transportation Finance Review Commission
and the Garden State Arts Foundation. He served for six years
as a commissioner of the former New Jersey Highway Authority,
including a term as chairman. Mr. Gravino lives in Middlesex County.

Michael R. DuPont, Treasurer

Mr. DuPont is a partner in the law firm McKenna, DuPont, Higgins
& Stone. He resides in Red Bank, Monmouth County, where he
serves on the Borough Council. He also serves as president of the
Garden State Arts Foundation. He has a B.A. in political science
and business administration from Loyola University and a J.D. from
the John Marshall School of Law.

Harold L. Hodes, Commissioner

Mr. Hodes is a senior partner of Public Strategies Impact LLC. He
has worked previously as the chief of staff to Governor Brendan
Byrne and was the first president of the New Jersey Devils of
the National Hockey League. He teaches a course on political
campaigning at the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers. He
resides in West End, Monmouth County.
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2011 Board of Commissioners
Raymond M. Pocino, Commissioner

Mr. Pocino is a 50-year member of the Laborers International
Union of North America and is president emeritus of Construction
& General Laborers Local 172. He serves on the boards of the
New Jersey AFL-CIO and the Port Authority of New York & New
Jersey. Mr. Pocino resides in Lawrenceville, Mercer County.

Troy Singleton, Commissioner

Mr. Singleton is president of the New Jersey CarpenterContractor Trust. He previously served as the deputy executive
director of both the New Jersey General Assembly Majority
Office and the New Jersey Democratic State Committee. Mr.
Singleton has a B.S. in business administration from Rowan
University. He lives in Palmyra, Burlington County. Mr. Singleton
resigned his seat on the Board of Commissioners in November
when he was elected to the New Jersey General Assembly.

Ulises E. Diaz, Commissioner

Mr. Diaz is vice president for governmental affairs at Verizon
New Jersey. He previously worked for several years at United
Water New Jersey, where he was responsible for government
and public affairs, communications and business development.
He has a B.A. in business administration from Rutgers
University. Mr. Diaz is a resident of Rutherford, Bergen County.

Daniel F. Becht, Commissioner

Mr. Becht is executive director of the Jersey City Municipal
Utilities Authority and counsel to the Newark Planning Board.
He previously served as vice chairman of the New Jersey
Lottery, chairman of the Passaic Valley Sewerage Authority
and as a commissioner on the New Jersey Law Revision
Commission and the New Jersey Public Broadcasting
Authority. Mr. Becht resides with his wife and three children in
Wall Township, Monmouth County.
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Executive Director & Staff
Veronique (“Ronnie”) Hakim, Executive Director

Ms. Hakim was named executive director of the Turnpike Authority in
September 2010. Previously, she worked for more than 23 years at the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) in New York City, first as
special counsel, later as senior vice president and general counsel. She
holds a B.A. in political science from the University of Rochester and a J.D.
from the Pace University School of Law.

John F. O’Hern, Deputy Executive Director

Mr. O’Hern has worked at the Turnpike Authority since January 2003. He
was director of labor relations before his appointment as deputy executive
director in October 2008. He holds a B.A. from Lafayette College, a J.D.
from the Seton Hall University School of Law, and an M.P.A. from the John
F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.

Executive Staff
Richard Raczynski, P.E.
Chief Engineer

Megan Mulcahy
Chief of Staff

John Cifelli
Director of Maintenance

Wayne Bruzek
Acting Director of Technology and
Administrative Services

Tom Feeney
Media Coordinator
Mary-Elizabeth Garrity
Director of Human Resources
Sean Hill, P.E.
Director of Operations
Donna Manuelli
Chief Financial Officer
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Robert Quirk
Director of Toll Collection
Dennis Switaj
Director of Electronic Toll Collection
Andrea Ward
Director of Purchasing
James Carone
Director of Internal Audit
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The Turnpike Turns 60

The Turnpike Turns 60

The first toll on the New Jersey Turnpike was paid
at Interchange 2 at 8:10 a.m. on November 5, 1951.
After that date, the highway grew quickly. It was only
the southern stretch from the Delaware Memorial
Bridge to Interchange 7 in Bordentown that opened
on November 5th. The next section, covering the
40 miles from Bordentown to Woodbridge, opened
on November 30th. The 16 miles from Woodbridge
to Newark opened on December 12th. And the final
nine miles from Newark to the northern terminus in
Ridgefield Park opened on January 15, 1952.
The volume of toll-paying traffic grew quickly, too. By
the end of 1951, 787,000 vehicles had followed that

first toll payer through the toll booths. The number
more than doubled to 17.9 million in 1952. The
Turnpike planners projected that by 1975 some 22
million toll-paying vehicles would use the road every
year. They were off by more than two decades; that
22-million figure was eclipsed in the first year of the
Eisenhower administration.
All told, in the first 60 years of the Turnpike’s history,
8.5 billion vehicles have used the road. Together,
those vehicles have traveled 207 billion miles, enough
to go back and forth to the sun 1,113 times.

Photos on this page: At top, from left, (1) The Turnpike Authority’s first chairman, Paul Troast, hung this “Turnpike must be done” sign on the door
of his Statehouse office; today it hangs in a frame in the chairman’s office on the Fourth Floor of the Mack-Cali Building; (2) Heeding Mr. Troast’s
call to get the Turnpike done was this group of ironworkers, who rode a steam shovel down from the growing structure over the Hackensack
River in early 1951; (3) Governor Driscoll at a microphone on a raised platform near a Turnpike interchange, 1951; at bottom, from left, (4) a sign
points visitors toward the Administration Building in East Brunswick for a ceremony marking the opening of the second section of the Turnpike (5)
a sign heralds the opening of the Turnpike.
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The Turnpike Turns 60
60 Years Later, Still Solving Problems
After World War II, the population of New Jersey
spread out from the cities thanks to the GI Bill and
the growing mobility of the middle-class. The state’s
network of pre-war highways was overwhelmed
with traffic, and the Highway Department did not
have the resources to build a fix. The Turnpike was
planned and built as a solution to that problem.
Built in only two years at no cost to taxpayers, the
road was a modern marvel that allowed traffic to
travel both faster and safer than it could on other
roads. The lanes were wider than normal, so
were the shoulders. There were no sharp curves,
no steep hills, no cross traffic. Guard rails were
installed at every spot where the road was high
enough above the surrounding terrain to pose a
hazard to a vehicle out of control. At service areas
and interchanges, the deceleration lanes were a
quarter-mile long. The Saturday Evening Post called
it, “The most spectacular piece of highway ever built.”
But the reason the Turnpike remains a marvel
60 years after the first car pulled through the first
toll booth is that it has never stopped solving
problems. Every successive generation has
placed new demands on the road. The talented
people who have worked here over the years have
responded to those challenges. As a result, the
Turnpike has remained integral to life in New Jersey.

“The most spectacular piece
of highway ever built”
- Saturday Evening Post,
December 1951

Photos on this page: From top, (1) Traffic approaches the Ford Avenue overpass in Woodbridge in 1952; (2) Recent photo of traffic approaching
Interchange 14, Newark Airport; (3) A surveyor takes measurements during construction of the Turnpike.
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Growing to Meet Demand
Turnpike Widening Nears Halfway Mark
The largest widening project in the history of the
New Jersey Turnpike Authority remained on time
and on budget at the end of 2011 despite a year
of challenging weather. Construction on the $2.5
billion widening program began in mid-2009 and is
scheduled to be completed by mid-2014. Twentyseven of the 32 widening contracts had been awarded
by the end of the year, and 47 percent of the construction
bid value was complete. Work was underway on
contracts with a value of more than $1 billion.
The widening program will add 170 lane miles to
the Turnpike system – six lanes to the existing sixlane roadway between the Pearl Harbor Memorial
Turnpike Extension and Interchange 8A, and two
lanes to the 10-lane roadway between Interchanges
8A and 9 (see map, page 14). The program will
extend the unique 12-lane dual-dual configuration of
the Turnpike by 34 miles from Interchange 9 south
to near Interchange 6. The dual-dual roadway has

two independent sets of lanes in each direction, one
set open to all traffic, one set open only to passenger
vehicles. When the widening program is complete, the
dual-dual roadway will extend from the Pearl Harbor
Memorial Turnpike Extension near Interchange 6 to
the Southern Mixing Bowl near Interchange 14 in
Newark, a distance of more than 55 miles.
The widening is creating thousands of jobs today
and promises many benefits for motorists in the
near future. The added lanes will eliminate the
bottleneck near Interchange 8A where southbound
traffic currently funnels from five lanes into three. The
capacity added by the widening will relieve congestion
on the roadway and enable the Turnpike to meet future
traffic demands. By continuing the dual-dual design
south to near Interchange 6, the widening program will
extend the benefits of that design feature, enhancing
safety and improving maintenance capabilities.

Turnpike Widening - Connections at Interchange 7

Investing in the Parkway along the Jersey Shore
The New Jersey Turnpike Authority is investing
hundreds of millions of dollars in restoring, preserving
and expanding the Garden State Parkway in Ocean,
Burlington and Atlantic counties. Those investments in
added lanes, new bridges and improved interchanges
will enable the Parkway to continue to play a critical
role in the economic vitality of the communities along
the Jersey Shore for generations to come.

River and mile post 63 in Stafford Township (the
interchange at mile post 63 connects the Parkway to
NJ Route 72, the only road onto Long Beach Island).
Construction on the new lanes in the first phase
began in 2009. The work was completed and the
new lanes open to traffic in time for Memorial Day
Weekend, the unofficial start of the summer season
at the Shore.

Residents and visitors to the Jersey Shore enjoyed
the first fruits of these investments in 2011 when
the roadway was expanded from two to three lanes
in each direction between mile post 80 in Toms

During the first quarter of the year, trees were cleared
on 250 acres along the Garden State Parkway
between mile posts 64 and 48. The purpose of
the tree-clearing was two-fold: to improve safety
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Growing to Meet Demand

Parkway Widening-Phase 1 Opened to Traffic

on the Parkway by creating a wide clear-zone and
to prepare for the second phase of the Parkway
Widening Program. The clear-zone improvements paid
immediate safety dividends as the number of accidents
involving vehicles leaving the roadway and crashing
into trees dropped sharply. The work also enabled
the Turnpike Authority to begin the second phase of
the widening shortly after Governor Chris Christie
announced in April that funds were available.

supports extending the new lanes south to mile post
30. Other work being done in the widening corridor
includes the widening and rehabilitation of both the
Bass and Mullica River bridges (both are described
in more detail in the next section of this report), the
installation of express E-ZPass lanes at the Barnegat
Toll Plaza (completed and opened to traffic in May of
this year) and improvements to the interchanges at
mile posts 44, 41, 38, 37 and 36.

The second phase includes a third lane in each
direction between mileposts 63 and 48, in addition to
grading and drainage improvements from mile post
48 to mile post 30 in Somers Point. Four contracts
worth $158 million were awarded in August, and
the work was underway by early fall. The second
phase is scheduled to be completed in 2014. The
new lanes from milepost 63 to milepost 52 will open
to traffic in 2013. The opening of the new lanes
between mileposts 52 and 48 will be delayed until the
completion of the Bass River Bridge widening and
rehabilitation in 2015.
A third lane will be added in each direction between
mile posts 48 and 35 during the third phase of the
project, which is not yet scheduled. The Authority will
conduct a study to determine if future traffic demand

Tree Clearing in Phase 2

“Part of protecting the public’s money is making sure that capital funds are spent on projects that make the
most sense and here we have a project that makes sense. One new lane in each direction on this congested
part of the Parkway will mean less time sitting in traffic for the residents who depend on the road every day. It
will mean a smoother trip for families from other parts of our New Jersey whose regular visits to the Shore are
vital to the regional economy. And it will mean expanded capacity on a road that would serve as a critical evacuation route in the event of a coastal storm or other emergency.” - Governor Chris Christie

2011 Annual Report
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Restoring, Expanding, Improving
Other Capital Investments
The Turnpike Authority adopted a 10-year, $7 billion Capital Improvement Program in 2008. The program
includes not only the widenings described on the previous pages but dozens of other bridge, interchange,
roadway and facilities improvements designed to assure that the Turnpike and Parkway continue to meet the
challenge of providing for the safe and efficient movement of people and goods through New Jersey. Some of
these other capital projects are described on the pages that follow.
GSP Watchung
Avenue Bridge
Replacement
GSP Interchange
142 (I-78)
Improvements

TPK East Hackensack River
Bridge Rehabilitation

TPK Newark Bay-Hudson
County Extension Bridge
Redecking
TPK Widening
Interchanges 6 to 9

Phase 1
GSP Widening Milepost
63 to 80
Phase 2
GSP Widening Milepost 48 to 63
Mullica River Bridge
Bass River Bridge

Phase 3
Parkway Widening
Milepost 35 to 48

Turnpike Authority’s 10-Year Capital Improvement Program
Category

Current Budget Amount Spent or Committed
through 2011

Turnpike Widening

$2,330,000,000

$1,975,300,000

Parkway Widening

$545,000,000

$336,000,000

Bridge Improvements

$1,913,000,000

$754,500,000

Interchange Improvements

$1,127,000,000

$106,200,000

Roadway Improvements

$685,000,000

$283,100,000

Facility Improvements

$400,000,000

$36,800,000

$7,000,000,000

$3,491,900,000

Total

During 2011 the Authority spent $749 million on the Capital Program, nearly as much as had been spent during the
previous two years after the initiation of the program.
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Restoring, Expanding, Improving
Interchange 142 (Parkway)

This project improved the partial Interchange 142
to provide full access between the Parkway and
Interstate 78 in Hillside, Union County. Before the
project was completed, there was no direct connection
for northbound Parkway drivers onto I-78 west or for
southbound Parkway drivers onto I-78 east. Drivers
who wanted to make those movements had to leave
the highways and use local streets and bridges to turn
around, which added time to their trips and increased
congestion on the local streets and bridges.
The connection from the Parkway north to I-78 west
opened to traffic in September 2009, and the connection
from the Parkway south onto I-78 opened to traffic at the
end of 2010. The Interchange 142 project was completed
in April of this year.

Newark Bay-Hudson County
Extension Bridge (Turnpike)

The 8.5-mile Newark Bay-Hudson County Extension
connects the main line of the Turnpike to Hudson
County. The Turnpike Authority is reconstructing the
decks of several bridges on the extension, including
the Vincent R. Casciano Memorial Bridge over Newark
Bay, one of seven major bridges on the Turnpike. The
work includes structural steel and substructure repairs,
security improvements and repainting. The construction
contract, valued at $98.6 million, is about 40 percent
complete. The project is scheduled to be completed in
November 2013.

The Turnpike Authority shared the cost of the $189
million project with the New Jersey Department of
Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration.
The NJTA’s share was $70.1 million. Under a cost-sharing
arrangement signed in 2007, the Turnpike Authority agreed
to pay its share in four annual installments.

Mullica River Bridge (Parkway)

The construction of a new span over the Mullica River
on the Garden State Parkway was essentially complete
by the end of the year. The new span will serve as
the northbound lanes when Phase 2 of the Parkway
widening is complete. For now, all traffic will use the new
span while the original span undergoes rehabilitation.

2011 Annual Report
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Restoring, Expanding, Improving
Watchung Avenue Bridge (Parkway)
Work began this year on the replacement of the two
bridges that carry Watchung Avenue over the Garden
State Parkway in Bloomfield, Essex County. The total
contract cost is about $14 million.

The new bridges will comprise two- span continuous
steel girders at 276 feet in length with a castin-place, high performance concrete deck on a
reinforced concrete substructure. The project includes
widening and realigning the existing northbound
and southbound ramps at Watchung Avenue and
replacing four existing traffic signals and roadway
lighting along Watchung Avenue.

Once completed, the bridges will carry two 11-foot
travel lanes, a three-foot shoulder and a sidewalk in
each direction. Construction was 50 percent complete
at the end of the year and on target for a November
2012 completion.

Easterly Hackensack River Bridge (Turnpike)
Final design was completed and construction begun
this year on the $165 million rehabilitation of the
Hackensack Easterly Bridge, which carries six lanes
of traffic on the Eastern Spur of the Turnpike over the
Hackensack River in Secaucus, Hudson County.
The bridge is 5,620-feet long and is composed of
three main spans, 21 approach spans to the south
and 14 approach spans to the north. The project
includes redecking, repainting, seismic retrofit and
miscellaneous structural, roadway and lighting
improvements. The new bridge deck will be about
two feet wider than the existing bridge deck to
accommodate staged construction.

Bass River Bridge (Parkway)

Construction began this year on a new three-lane
span across the Bass River on the Garden State
Parkway in Bass River Township, Burlington County,
and Port Republic, Atlantic County. The span is being
built to the east of the existing span in connection
with the Garden State Parkway Widening Program.
All traffic will be shifted onto the new span once
construction is complete so that the existing span can
be rehabilitated.
The new bridge will be composed of a two-span
continuous unit, a three-span continuous unit and
a simple span unit. The deck will be made of highperformance concrete, and the foundations will be
supported on reinforced concrete substructures.
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The construction contract was awarded in May, and
the project was about 10 percent complete by the end
of the year. It is scheduled to be completed in 2015.
The Hackensack Easterly Bridge, one of the seven
major bridges on the Turnpike, is formally known
as the Lewandowski Memorial Bridge in honor of
Alexander, Walter and William Lewandowski, three
brothers from Lyndhurst, New Jersey, who were killed
in battle during World War II.

The continuous superstructure units will be prestressed, precast, spliced and post-tensioned
concrete girders, while the simple span unit will
be precast concrete girders. The new bridge deck
will have three 12-foot travel lanes, a five-foot left
shoulder and a 12-foot right shoulder.
The new bridge is scheduled to be completed in
2013. The rehabilitation of the existing span, which
will include redecking, repainting, seismic retrofit and
steel repairs, will be completed in 2015. The total
project cost is $65 million.
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Managing Our Roadways
New Tools for Communicating with Drivers
The rollout of the next generation of
technology for communicating with
drivers and gathering information
about roadway conditions
continued in 2011 as the Turnpike
Authority introduced new Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS) sites
on the Turnpike and the Parkway.
The Authority began deploying
the equipment on its roadways in
2010. By the end of 2011, nearly
three dozen of the sites had been
commissioned. By the time the
program is complete in 2014, the ITS
system will be deployed at 147 sites
on the Turnpike and 79 sites on the
Parkway.
The Turnpike Authority has a rich
history of innovation in roadway
technology. The Turnpike was in
only its second full year of operation
in 1953 when installation began
on a series of neon “emergency
warning signs” that advised drivers
to “slow down” because of one
of four dangerous conditions on
the road ahead: fog, snow, ice or
accident. A subsequent generation
of those signs remains in use on
the Turnpike today. The current
version cautions drivers to “reduce
speed” instead of “slow down” and
lists six dangerous conditions -- the
four from the original signs plus
congestion and construction.
The new ITS system will replace the
Automatic Traffic Surveillance and
Control System (ATSCS), which
was introduced on the Turnpike in
1976. The ATSCS used a series of
loops embedded in the pavement
to measure traffic volume,
occupancy and speed. A computer
monitored the information collected
by the system and automatically
changed the messages on the
neon emergency warning signs
to direct drivers to slow down as

they approached trouble spots.
The ATSCS is obsolete. The loop
detectors have reached the end
of their service lives. The neon
signs are difficult and expensive
to maintain and severely limit
communication with drivers by
restricting messages to one of just
six different warnings.
Each new ITS site on the Turnpike
and Parkway features a highresolution, full color variable
message sign, a variable speed
limit sign, a closed-circuit camera
and a wireless traffic detection
system. The signs are supported by
structures that allow maintenance
to be performed safely and without
disruption to the traffic below.
The new system allows for far
more sophisticated communication
with drivers. Advanced Traffic
Management Software will use
data gathered by the wireless
traffic detection system to evaluate
traffic conditions. The VMS signs
will be able to display more than a
simple warning about an accident
or some other incident ahead.
They will be able to identify the
exact location of the incident,
direct drivers to the inner or outer
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roadways to balance demand,
and when necessary suggest
alternate routes. In the absence
of a roadway incident, the signs
are capable of displaying amber
alerts or silver alerts, conveying
information about scheduled lane
closures, and providing important
safety messages. The closed
circuit cameras, combined with the
cameras already deployed on the
roadways, will provide operators at
the John A. Cifelli Statewide Traffic
Management Center in Woodbridge
with a view of nearly every location
on the Parkway and Turnpike.

When this technology was
introduced on the Authority’s
roads during the latter part
of 2010 and early 2011, the
Authority was one of only
a handful of transportation
agencies in the country that
employed ITS of this functionality,
complexity and sophistication.
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Collecting What’s Owed
Technology Reduces Toll Evasion in Parkway Coin Lanes
The technology that once made
the coin lanes on the Garden State
Parkway less popular with drivers is
now helping to make toll collection in
those coin lanes more efficient.
Year after year over the early
decades of the Parkway’s history,
more than half of all tolls were
paid in the exact-change lanes.
But when E-ZPass arrived in
1999, many drivers embraced the
convenience of electronic tolling
and stopped using the coin lanes.
By 2010, when E-ZPass penetration
topped 71 percent, less than 14
percent of Parkway toll revenue
was collected through the 84 coin
machines in service at barrier and
ramp plazas on the road.

Although the share of revenue
collected in the coin lanes has
fallen sharply, it remained at $38.1
million in 2010, and the $4 million
lost to toll violators in those lanes
every year remained a significant
concern. To reduce the amount of
revenue lost and to assure motorists that drivers using those lanes
are paying their fair share, the
Turnpike Authority turned to the
same technology used to enforce
toll collection in E-ZPass lanes.
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Enforcement in the coin lanes had
always depended largely on the
honor system. Drivers who found
themselves in an exact change
lane without the proper change
were asked to take an envelope
and mail it back with the toll
money they owed. A small number
of toll enforcement officers were
employed to discourage violations.

The new system proved to be
a significant improvement. The
violation rate in the exact-change
lanes dropped by more than half
to 4.6 percent immediately after
camera enforcement began.

The officers would hide in the toll
booths and record the license
plate numbers of violators. Drivers
caught using the lanes without
paying would receive a summons
in the mail.
A large number of drivers ignored
the envelopes and avoided
detection by the toll enforcement
officers. Of the $4 million in lost
revenue in the exact change lanes
in 2010, only about $28,000 was
returned in the envelopes. The
violation rate in the exact change
lanes was about 9.5 percent in
2010, far higher than the 1.36
percent violation rate in the
E-ZPass lanes.
The Board of Commissioners
voted to change the Turnpike
Authority’s regulations to eliminate
the envelope system. On October
17, 2011, the Authority began
using the E-ZPass cameras
to enforce toll collection in the
exact change lanes. If a driver
goes through a coin lane without
paying, the camera captures
an image of their license plate.
Instead of a summons with an
order to appear in court, a violator
now receives a violation notice
demanding payment of the toll and
an administrative fee.
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Consultants and Revenues
Consultants
Wolf & Sampson, P.C.
General Counsel

Langan Engineering
General Environmental Consultant

HNTB Corporation
General Consulting Engineer

PMK Group
General Environmental Consultant

CDM Smith
General Traffic Engineering Consultant

Sources of Revenues
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2011

Operating Revenues

Toll Revenue..............................................................
E-ZPass Fees...........................................................
Concession Revenue................................................
Miscellaneous Revenue............................................
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES............................

Non-operating Revenues

Build America Bond Subsidy.....................................
Income from Investments..........................................
Arts Center.................................................................
TOTAL NON-OPERATING REVENUES...................

TOTAL AUTHORITY REVENUES

2011 Annual Report

$ 948,878,813
$
39,695,690
$
33,769,648
$
10,090,738
$ 1,032,434,889
$
$
$
$

81,665,325
12,224,587
3,059,003
96,948,915

$ 1,129,383,804
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Contracts Awarded
Commission Vendor
Approval
Date
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
1/25/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
2/23/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
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Amount

ACS State and Local Solutions, Inc.
Air Systems Maintenance, Inc.
Clean Rental Services, Inc.
Dewberry-Goodkind, Inc.
E Plus Technologies
Gardner M. Bishop, Inc.
Greelco, Inc.
H2M Associates
Handex Consulting & Remediation-NE, LLC
IBM
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
Madison Plumbing Supply
Multiple Vendors (Emergency Snow Removal Contracts)
NEC Corporation of America
Northeast Remsco Construction
Railroad Construction Co., Inc.
Rocon Contracting, Inc.
The Sherwin Williams Co.
Union Paving and Construction Co.
WSP-Sells
Accumark, Inc.
ACS State and Local Solutions, Inc.
Adesta Communications, LLC
Boswell Engineering
Cherry Road Technologies
Edwards & Kelcey, Inc.
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Hatch Mott McDonald
Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield, NJ
Intercounty Paving Associates, LLC
International Salt Co., LLC.
Joseph M. Sanzari, Inc.
LS Engineering Associates
Roof Maintenance Systems
Silvi Concrete, Inc.
Snow Plow Umbrella Contract
T.Y. Lin International/Medina
WSP-Sells
Crisdel Group, Inc.
Dell Computer Corp.
Dewberry-Goodkind, Inc.
Eplus Technology
Flagpoles, Inc.
Fords National Automart, Inc.
HNTB Corp.
Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield, NJ
Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson, Inc.

$1,100,000.00
$224,556.00
$230,230.00
$1,607,000.00
$3,564,339.02
$8,774,245.00
$550,000.00
$290,000.00
$673,100.00
$130,706.49
$940,000.00
$100,000.00
$2,500,000.00
$213,434.75
$55,814,955.25
$6,954,008.50
$203,697.00
$208,000.00
$10,688,775.05
$1,055,000.00
$425,760.00
$8,000,000.00
$726,000.00
$1,148,000.00
$1,991,068.00
$4,710,000.00
$2,990,000.00
$376,720.00
$6,939,443.00
$10,212,323.23
$7,000,000.00
$6,980,350.00
$343,000.00
$620,001.00
$100,000.00
$4,000,000.00
$550,000.00
$2,150,000.00
$5,286,000.00
$101,060.00
$180,000.00
$339,348.40
$118,835.00
$250,000.00
$670,000.00
$195,000.00
$1,275,300.00
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Contracts Awarded
Commission Vendor
Approval
Date
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
3/29/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
4/27/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
5/24/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
6/28/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011

Amount

ProLine Collision, Inc.
Snow Plow Umbrella Contract
Waste Management of NJ
Crisdel Group, Inc.
Day Chevrolet, Inc.
Ditschman Flemington Ford
E-Plus Technology, Inc.
Greenman-Pederson, Inc.
Jewel Electric Supply Co.
Magnetic Ticket and Label Corp.
Mall Chevrolet, Inc.
Mall Chevrolet, Inc.
NEC Corporation of America
PKF Mark III
Ransome International
Traffic Lines, Inc.
URS Corp.
Beyer Brothers, Inc.
Bowco Laboratories, Inc.
Burlington Preservation Partners, LLC
Cimline, Inc.
Conti Enterprises, Inc.
Dewberry-Goodkind, Inc.
Edwards Tire Co., Inc.
Green Construction Co.
J. Fletcher Creamer & Son
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
Jersey Central Power & Light Co.
Phoenix Marine Co., Inc.
STV Incorporated
Traffic Safety Service, LLC
Transpo Industries, Inc.
AECOM
AECOM
Campbell Foundry Company
Churchill Consulting Engineers
Earle Asphalt Co.
GreenVest, LLC
H.A. DeHart & Son, Inc.
Hertrich Fleet Services, Inc.
HNTB Corp.
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
Mall Chevrolet, Inc.
P Square Solutions, LLC
TransSystems Corp.
Uni-Select USA
URS Corp.
Ahern Painting Contractors, Inc.
Allied Painting, Inc.
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$180,000.00
$840,595.00
$977,800.00
$5,476,000.00
$204,397.34
$109,804.00
$884,824.40
$2,638,000.00
$600,000.00
$532,200.00
$438,985.00
$809,445.27
$204,113.03
$12,689,317.50
$3,791,207.56
$926,270.00
$150,000.00
$478,935.00
$250,000.00
$6,966,148.00
$234,474.00
$143,577,143.00
$1,762,500.00
$500,000.00
$2,983,821.38
$11,150,908.70
$17,390,000.00
$560,000.00
$8,219,545.00
$1,284,000.00
$123,795.00
$151,500.00
$1,525,000.00
$876,000.00
$100,000.00
$835,000.00
$4,077,813.13
$7,669,952.00
$1,129,925.00
$1,258,245.50
$1,200,000.00
$3,500,000.00
$699,145.00
$1,447,754.00
$5,900,000.00
$300,000.00
$4,000,000.00
$780,030.97
$169,566.89
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Contracts Awarded
Commission Vendor
Approval
Date
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
7/26/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/7/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
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Amount

CapitalSoft, Inc.
Cherry Valley Ford Tractor Sales
Dell Marketing LP
DFFLM, LLC
E-Plus Technology, Inc.
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
GMH Associates of America, Inc.
Greenman-Pederson, Inc.
Gregory Industries/Chemung Supply
Hewlett Packard
IBM
Multiple Vendors (Landscaping Materials)
PB Americas, Inc.
The RBA Group
Tilcon New York, Inc.
TY LIN International
Union Paving and Construction Co.
AECOM
Andy Matt Inc./Downes Tree Service
CapitalSoft, Inc.
Dewberry-Goodkind, Inc.
Dueco, Inc.
Earle Asphalt Co.
East Coast Emergency Lighting
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Hertrich Fleet Services, Inc.
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
Jesco, Inc.
Joseph M. Sanzari/Si Kemp Concrete
Link Communications
Mall Chevrolet, Inc.
Midlantic Construction, LLC
Midlantic Construction, LLC
National Fence Systems, Inc.
NEC Corporation of America
RCC Fabricators, Inc.
Richard E. Pierson Construction Co.
Rutgers University
Woodbury Cement Products, Inc.
American Hose and Hydraulics
Chas A Winner
D'Annunzio & Sons, Inc.
David Weber Oil Co.
Garda CL Atlantis/Wells Fargo Bank NA
George Harms Cosntruction Co., Inc.
Henderson Products/HA DeHart & Son
Multiple Vendors (Snow Plowing Services)
Norfolk-Southern Corp.
Tishman Construction Corp. of NJ

$100,000.00
$336,749.04
$219,502.80
$107,940.00
$102,187.00
$400,000.00
$152,500.00
$3,760,000.00
$370,656.30
$132,621.32
$606,709.00
$100,000.00
$3,110,000.00
$4,995,000.00
$938,291.00
$200,000.00
$34,460,317.73
$1,450,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$315,267.75
$4,322,000.00
$186,938.00
$52,063,413.13
$110,000.00
$312,000.00
$199,997.00
$16,280,000.00
$486,405.00
$161,000.00
$428,294.00
$279,180.00
$50,617,232.44
$8,713,399.00
$750,000.00
$142,266.56
$4,681,219.00
$46,657,170.60
$300,000.00
$107,000.00
$100,000.00
$215,295.20
$330,751.87
$204,085.20
$8,500,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$235,930.01
$564,400.00
$240,000.00
$79,225,000.00
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Contracts Awarded
Commission Vendor
Approval
Date
9/27/2011
9/27/2011
10/25/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
11/29/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011
12/14/2011

Amount

Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Co.
WW Grainger/Fastenal/MSC Industrial Supply
Greenman-Pederson, Inc.
A.E. Stone, Inc.
Atkins North America, Inc.
East Coast Emergency Lighting
IBM
IH Engineers, P.C.
Industrial Motor Supply, Inc.
M&J Engineering, PC
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
PKF Mark III
PKF Mark III
South State, Inc.
Stone & Webster, Inc.
Arora and Associates
Capitol Supply, Inc.
Cherry Weber & Associates, P.C.
Churchill Consulting Engineers
Clean Rental Services, Inc.
D'Annunzio & Sons, Inc.
Defino Contracting Co.
Dewberry-Goodkind, Inc.
Electronic Data Magnetics
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
HNTB Corp.
IEW Constructin Group, Inc.
J. Fletcher Creamer & Son and Joseph M. Sanzari (JV)
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
PB Americas, Inc.
Stone & Webster, Inc.
Tilcon New York, Inc.
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$515,000.00
$750,000.00
$2,488,000.00
$2,531,202.00
$6,900,000.00
$100,000.00
$153,663.41
$545,000.00
$102,641.19
$2,360,000.00
$345,000.00
$21,653,620.80
$9,985,679.22
$3,846,897.97
$365,000.00
$1,530,000.00
$230,000.00
$1,851,000.00
$1,300,000.00
$179,467.60
$12,117,000.00
$4,747,000.00
$6,720,000.00
$535,500.00
$1,638,500.00
$3,000,000.00
$6,260,053.02
$8,529,005.50
$139,700.00
$1,850,000.00
$1,630,000.00
$1,978,582.00
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